System Organization Figure 1 shows the relationships between the modules that make up an operating ROSS simulator.
A small module called CONTROL has overall charge of the system's operation. It activates the other modules in an appropriate sequence and keeps track of timing.
Timing is governed by an internal clocking mechanism which can be synchronized with the physical clock in the PDP-10 to yield a real-time simulation, or allowed to run free, yielding a fast-time simulation whose speed is limited only by the capacity of the timesharing computer.
At the heart of the simulator is a pair of processes, Motion Update and Procedure Control, which, taken together, model aircraft behavior.
Motion Update "flies" the aircraft; it is responsible for the simulation of aircraft kinematics including wind effects and aircraft performance characteristics. Procedure Control monitors and guides the aircraft at a higher level, using a series of programs which define the maneuvers and procedures to be followed, the physical form of the airspace, and the specific ATC control concepts used to control aircraft interactions.
These programs are called route procedures.
Taken together the route procedures for a given simulator form its most important problem-specific module.
The Central Aircraft Table  contains  all  data  known  to the system about each aircraft  including  the  aircraft's  exact  position,  speed, heading, and altitude, the aircraft's desired conditions (for example, the altitude to which it is climbing), and the route procedure commands which are pending for that aircraft. a)
The controlling inputs in a simulation are supplied either from a scenario file or the on-line terminal and can be varied from run to run, either randomly or in any other pattern selected by the user.
In particular, the traffic to be injected into a simulated airspace from a scenario file can be generated by statistically controlled techniques.
b)
In experiments involving interaction with controllers, the pattern and timing of on-line inputs will vary from run to run by virtue of the inherent variability in human style and performance. . 91 After this point, the aircraft climbs to its assigned altitude and continues on course until reaching Weston (defined as 24 miles from Boston or the intersection with the Gardner 142 radial).
After this, the SID goes on to define alternative procedures for flying to more distant points, but for our purposes we will simply fly the aircraft to the Putnam Vortac, and then remove it from the simulation.
The Weston
One SID assumes that the aircraft has already executed a takeoff and sufficient initial maneuvers to get onto the Boston 266 radial.
For completeness, we shall include these as part of the simulation. Specifically, we shall cause the aircraft to take off on runway 33L and then fly southwest until it picks up the 266 radial. Then the first command line would take it off the 266 radial, head it south, and give it a speed of 150 knots. Later the second and third command lines could be used to turn the aircraft north, and put it back on the 266 radial.
After this, the stored WESONE departure sequence would take over again. 
